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Safe2Summit aims to become, 

The Educational Community Platform from and for Alpine environments. 

A micro learning platform offering all the necessary training & services: from practical skillsets 

to all-round mountain environment knowledge, specialized micro (blended) learning courses. 

It also offers practical partner collaborations, equipment & gear testing sponsorships, and 

regional / local safety regulations and instant updates all catered for the practice of 

mountain and alpine activities. 

This Safe2Summit venture project presentation contains: 

 Synthesis – market & problem sketch  

 Team behind the venture 

 The venture & product service offering 

 Current status & prognoses 

 Proposal for Angels and Investment partners 
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Synthesis – market & problem sketch  

Market size (official registered): 

 

The Gap, the Risk, the Potential: 

Wherever in the world when someone wants to go diving, he/she is requested to have at 

least a proof of an internationally accepted Open Water diploma. An autonomous 

certification, for recreational scuba diving. For many years, PADI was the main stream name 

for a diving certification, however there are several others in the same line of certification (SSI 

/ Naui, Scuba, ...). There is no monopoly position, however there are standardized rules & 

regulations before one is “allowed” to dive. The rules are also linked to international insurance 

policies. A Dive Certification is the minimal requirement to proof one has an understanding of, 

some knowledge & skills under water, on how one could potentially safe oneself or others 

from accidents in certain situations. 

The practice of mountain activities such as altitude trekking, climbing, mountaineering or ski 

touring has developed a lot in recent years. Mainly access to skiing and ski touring has seen a 

shift from alpine guru’s to the “normal” amateurs seeking more thrill and altitude.  For a 

novice or an amateur, it is often difficult to know which routes to take, how to equip for 

certain terrain, understand the safety rules for oneself and the group, understanding types of 

soil, snow, ice,  wind, in order to calculate risks. O to recognize certain conditions in the 

mountains to make certain decisions. Not only that, there is no minimal restriction or 

certification mandatory, before someone is granted participation of some form of risk-

involved activities (hike, ski, ski tour, climb, bike, trail running). 

The prevention of risks related to mountain sports requires detailed knowledge of the 

accident mechanisms.  Out of comprehensive research, accidents happen most frequent in 

non-expected or “calculated risk” areas and activities; simply because the little to non-

awareness level of the participant.  There are several players in the field that offer avalanche 

courses, alpine courses, climbing courses, rescue courses, or first aid in mountains etc. The 

European Alpine clubs try to create a minimum standard (varying per country), by offering 

certified practical in-field courses.  

 

The problem is that these; 

 Courses are seasonal, & weather related,  

 Courses are expensive, 

 Courses are often only 1 of ½ day in the field (weather, conditions, instructor, level 

sensitive, language), 

 Courses and content can change per country / region, 

 Courses are not mandatory, 

 Courses have no follow-up, repetition, home study option, defined learning outcome 

or learning / progression pathways.  

 

In short, there is a lack of a common source offering micro learning journeys and personalized 

pathways, a source where all information & facts are gathered for the required level, where 

people can make use of information, training, exchange of all relevant information before, 

during and after mountain activities and can create their Personalized Mountain Safety 

Passport, - which has its impact on personal, group - safety, and insurance policies.  
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Safe2Summit would like to offer this solution, with its foundation build on learning theories and 

technologies; Constructivism, Micro learning, Social Learning, Neuroscience, Gamification & 

Community/peer sharing & peer “control”.  

Strong points: 

 A mountain passionate team with international expertise and excellent industry 

experience in practical mountain courses, learning technology & didactics, business & 

community management. 

 Good traction market in Europe there are over 2.5 million registered alpine members. 

However the mountain sport activities is estimated to have 15.7 million “users” in 

Europe. Similar applications offering mountain information are very popular but 

function only as community or sharing itineraries or some video courses; on average 

these applications have within 6 months: 30 000 downloads, 1500 created accounts / 

month and 150 active users / day; however they do not show continuity as the 

product services are not bringing personal added value. 

 A unique combination of learning, practice and implementation through: expert 

content delivered through micro learning, blended learning, social learning and 

offering quality services to gather a community of enthusiasts and mountain 

professionals in order to enhance safety and awareness.  

The team 

 
Anouk Tenten Co-founder and CEO  

 

  
Christoper Charmatin Co-founder and Creative Director  

 

 
Mario Grunitz Co-founder and CTO  

 

 
Erwin Andersson Co-founder and Head Community & Commercial partners 

 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/timothy-maclean-0808241/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nickcalverey/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/adrien-rampon-434b7a69/
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Safe2Summit & Product Service  

The problem 

The practice of mountain activities such as hiking, climbing, mountaineering or ski touring has 

developed a lot in recent years. For a novice or an amateur, it is often difficult to know how 

to prepare and gain experience in a structured and personalized way, in order to increase 

safety, mastery and fun.  The lack of information happens in 3 areas: 

Before: 

 As main starting point: where do I start, how to I prepare, what is my level? 

o Determining the right route for your level, finding a group of the same level, 

knowing the level of your group, understanding everyone’s role. Having / 

buying the right equipment, understanding how gear & garments can protect 

you, .. 

 Having the knowledge and confidence of practical conditions: risks, objectives, 

difficulties, necessary equipment & gear, etc., 

 Having the knowledge and confidence of practical handling:  How to secure the 

rope /knots in the entire literary, how to use securities, how to rescue my team 

member, what to do in case of emergency, which terrains to avoid, how to protect 

the nature, 

 Know the weather conditions, the GPS functionality, map reading, and calculate risks 

and variations of routes. 

During the « activity » : 

 A detailed map service (with GPS), localization, hut indication points, nature reserve 

alarms, change of weather alarms, 

 Short “reminders” of extra care taking in certain parts of the itinerary, 

 Group chat functionality in case of distance, 

 Optional Nature & Animal directory linked to the area, 

 Having an emergency appeal for aid in case of accidents. 

After the « activity » : 

 Log personal achievements, route itinerary & experience,  

 Share feedback to fellow members of the route, the equipment that you used and 

how you prepared, rate guide, rate fellow group members, 

 Update level, repeat course content, continue learning journey and try to achieve 

new levels. 

Practicing mountain activities often takes place straight into a risk potential environment, it is 

very important to have reliable information at hand before and during the activity. These 

functionalities and resources could be offered with on / off data services, as it needs to 

optimize the use of the phone battery in remote areas. Despite the diversity of all the solutions 

proposed to date, none bring together all the users of the mountain activities around a 

community, regardless of their discipline, while providing a real service. 
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The concept 

The majority of people use their phone before, during and after their activity, Safe2Summit 

developed a community application that provides all the information necessary for the 

practice of mountain activities. 

The objective of the application is to bring together all mountain practitioners, on the same 

platform to centralize information and best practices on a single carrier. 

Target Audience: Recreational Alpine enthusiast, Free rider, Ski-tour’, mountaineer, Hiker, 

nature lover, etc. 

First target objective: All Alpine Club members in Europe (France, Switzerland, Austria, 

Germany, Spain, rest of Europe), 2nd Phase expansion to: America / Canada, 3rd Phase South 

America, 4th Phase Asia.  

Objective: Offer clear micro learning content in experimental videos, focus on knowledge & 

skill testing in advance of validating learning outcomes in practice.  Connect like-minded 

people, to create groups and overall safety measurements.  The platform is interesting for 

collaboration, as we aim to work closely with practical course,- and equipment providers; 

1. As an add-on to the existing courses (provided by ISTA, ENSA, Alpine Clubs, Mammut 

academy, Arcterics academy, etc.) as a support functionality for their members (access from 

home, anytime anywhere, global reach). 

2. In collaboration with (commercial) technical equipment and garment companies: the 

platform becomes interesting for users and sponsorship partners (i.e Patagonia, Ortovox, 

Dynafit, Haastra, Scott, Black Diamond, ..).    

Save 2 Summit aims to become the number 1 platform for Alpine practioners, providing a 

personalized “passport” based on the achievement of training and practice, through the 

delivery of clear, small videos with integrated simulations and knowledge testing – offered by 

the best experts in the field & by peers.  

The use of the platform is 3 (4)-fold: 

 Learners can identify their own level and also use the “acknowledgement of the 

level” to select and validate new skiing / mountaineering partners.  

 Official guides & Alpine Clubs / Course providers, the Safe2Summit portfolio should be 

a personalized reference of the level of the participants; for them to minimize risks. 

And to bring the in-field validation of training courses. 

 Producers of Technical equipment are able to sponsor content creation and can 

monitor data and customer experiences and expand also in this way their clientele 

and product enhancement. 

 (Insurance providers: can claim data in order to increase or lower risk insurances for 

risky sports) 
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The Product / Service Solution: 

Save2Summit Educational Micro Learning Platform 

Learning Platform offers a range of courses and suggest learning journeys for the Alpinist. It 

starts with basic courses to advanced level mountaineering courses, specialized courses, 

equipment courses, physical and mental health, medical aid courses, and nature / animal 

preservation courses.  

Each course offers clear micro learning, animated or video, materials with engagement and 

interactive (online) learning outcomes.  

New Learning journeys open up / are suggested to a member once previous courses have 

been finished online and validated (in the field with your practical partners).  The 

“theoretical” content is tested through validation of online engagement in interactive 

questionnaires / online (visual) tests and simulations.  

Current examples of popular content but bad learning experience (online) are the courses 

from ENSA (France official validation / school for guide Alpinism). 

https://www.youtube.com/user/AlpinismeENSA  (roughly from 20K to 220K views) 

After our ambitious target objectives 1 & 2, we expect an exponential growth of members, 

whereby the platform will be acknowledged as an individual b2c user platform, and by the 

Alpine clubs as the platform –to-go-to , to “validate” the level of its members; it becomes the 

“PADI” of Alpinism.  

- The Platform works as a Community membership platform where everyone has its 

unique profile that can be viewed and accessed by the clubs to validate the training 

course in the field. To enter the platform and create a profile is for FREE – however 

each members stimulated to pay a license fee annually, to get access to the platform 

extended personalized learning content, new courses,  maps& gps features, weather 

integration, and to the testing gear option from our sponsored partners.  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/user/AlpinismeENSA
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Safe2Summit Look & Feel 

Short personalized learning through gamification, repetition, short, and competence based 

training.  

With Save2Summit theoretical knowledge is build, and members are stimulated to keep 

practicing until it becomes clear and easy to replicate – this will prepare people better for the 

official courses in the field, and for real life situations; As with repeated practice, people are 

retaining more knowledge with each repetition. Without frequent practice and repetition of 

information, the information that was learnt quickly and infrequently gets lost. Tricky and 

critical situations bring an extra stress factor that may block the brain to reach the know-how 

/ knowledge that you once thought to have learnt. Simply as it’s not strong enough presence 

in your brain. So the best way is to make the content stick, and especially to recall it in risky 

situations, is to spread content /new information over multiple sessions & tasks. Safe2Summit 

has reminder and alarm features to constantly remind people of the information they need to 

know, and the “drill” that is required to optimize their long term learning outcome.  
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Profile Overview – personalized passport of training completion and social features 

On Safe2Summit, the user can save all the output in its logbook and create an 

“accomplished and “wish to achieve list”. It is possible to respond to the achievements of a 

friend or other member.  

Safe2Summit also allows the possibility of linking users to make joint activities, as it’s mainly a 

huge challenge to find someone of equal level and to trust someone to share the 

responsibility of safety, joy, and respect. 

 

Community and 

Group connections 

The community 

aspect is important 

since each output 

posted by a user 

provides information 

to the rest of the 

community. Users 

can even exchange 

information, in case 

they want more 

details on a difficult 

passage or 

conditions for 

example. The 

learning courses are 

developed only with 

experts in the field, 

however, 

Safe2Summit encourages peer to peer learning, knowledge & advice sharing. Safe2Summit is 

also the first application providing a comprehensive solution for all users, whatever their 

discipline, with all features and to gather and unite a real community. 
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Add-on Products / Services 

 

GPS & SOS          Maps & Itinerary      Weather & up to date warnings     Community  

Routes & maps 

Users can view more than 40,000 route descriptions across the world. These routes come from 

several sources including community sites like Camp to Camp. Safe2Summit plans to reach 

250,000 routes within 2 years and offer the largest database of mountain routes of the world. 

These routes and points of interest (summits, passes, shelters, cliffs, nature reserves etc.) are 

available through maps. Different versions are available as the base map in 2D, 3D card or 

the cards coming from national institutes /card services.  

All content i.e. learning courses, community contacts etc. are desktop and mobile friendly. 

 

Routes & weather, 

In addition to the route one must be kept up to date of current conditions in order to choose 

safe alternatives. Therefore Safe2Summit has partnered with Swiss Meteo Alpine, in order to 

use their data and adapt them to the needs of its community. This merger allows 

Safe2Summit to communicate weather updates worldwide with key indicators every 3 hours 

over 5 days, such as temperature, wind, rain still isotherm 0 ° (elevation rain / snow) . 
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Acquisition Strategy 

Safe2Summit has initially concentrated on specialized activities, the traditional 

mountaineering / climbing (winter / summer) and ski touring, which has created a strong 

community heart while giving credibility to the product. Then the goal will be to make the 

app so customizable open to other communities, the largest is the (altitude) hiker & trail 

running.  

As the community aspect is key to generate a real organic growth, different acquisition 

channels will be used to maximize the number of users. 

Safe2Summit makes use of (Potential) Sponsors: to assist with content creation & product 

features, and financial sponsorship through the endorsement of their products in our 

instruction / learning videos. (At a later stage safe2summit will also offer a commercial output 

for sponsors to contact “ambassadors” for promotions and sell merchandise to safe2summit 

members). Potential sponsors: 

 

Along with this, Safe2Summit aims to establish good relations and partner -ships with different 

actors: 

IOS / Android: The aim is to be among the apps highlighted. To do this, Safe2Summit must 

match the specifications of Apple and develop certain features to return to their criteria: 

compatibility Watch & iPad, using the augmented reality kit. 

Mountain Forums: Safe2Summit works with Camp To Camp (forum reference mountaineers in 

the Alps) to provide thousands of routes to his community.  

Tourist Offices: Safe2Summit is currently in advanced discussions with the database of the 

Tourist Offices to exchange information about routes, and route maps available on the 

application.  

To become the Mountain app market leader in Europe, marketing campaigns will be 

conducted in different countries, such as France, Switzerland, Italy, the UK, Germany or Spain 

in 2021. The application is already present in Switzerland and here to focus lies to penetrate 

within our partner network.  

Insurance offices: the next step will be a connection with insurance companies. As it 

obligatory in Europe to have an extra insurance for “risky” sports. With the Safe2Summit 

learning content we would like to make a deal that members who reach certain levels are 

accepted in certain insurance policies. And in relation to accident research, data can be 

shared if the person was well equipped or “educated”.  
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Economic model 

Safe2Summit strategy is to offer a free application for community and sharing purpose, and 

paid features with high added value. 

Free Access 

The free offer includes some routes, topographic maps (2D), and social features.  

Paid subscription version, one gets access to all main services 

 Premium subscription: 25 € / year: Gives access to additional features to take full 

advantage of the application. Beginner course journey, Intermediate course journey, 

advanced course journey, offline mode, weather, 3D map, SOS etc. 

 Premium plus: € 35 / year: Gives access to ALL topographic (EU) maps coming from 

national mapping agencies, advanced +/ specialized courses. Access to sponsors, 

promotions.  Access to Health & personal performance courses.  

Other services are being explored such as the possibility to take out insurance (with our 

partners) for the day, season, and year.  

Mountain lovers are the main target of Safe2Summit. According to a market study by 

Safe2Summit, 40% of respondents willing to pay a subscription between 15 and 25 €.  We 

know we are on a stretch but we believe that it includes all features that eliminate the use of 

other paid apps.  And reduces eventually costs.  

Number of user already achieved with limited resources 

The first figures of Safe2Summit show a very positive trend despite a low advertising budget of 

just € 8500, - in 1 year: 

 400 accounts created per month / 5200 accounts to date (yr1) 

 15% of returning monthly traffic 

 150 Daily active users 

 1 service sold per day 

 € 30 annual average spend 

 € 0.62 for user acquisition cost 

Strong environmental actions 

Safe2Summit takes strong positions for the environment by integrating close collaboration 

with the “association 2% for the Planet” to Safe2Summit which gives 2% of its turnover so they 

fund organizations that fight for the protection of the environment. 

Competition 

Today there are a number of actors dealing with mountain and digital. But none facilitates 

the practice of the mountain as a whole. These competitors can be categorized into three 

universes: Community Specialist, tracking. 

Camp to Camp (Community)  

This associative site created in the late 90s is based on a forum model. It generates significant 
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traffic. The problem is that it shows that the information is subjective. Moreover, these sites are 

not suitable for navigation on smartphones. Safe2Summit considers them more as potential 

partner instead of a competitor. 

All trails (tracking)  

This US enforcement has focused on hiking and tracking. It allows the user to find the path. 

The description of a journey is not always enough to go on a mountain. Moreover its 

database is incomplete in Europe.  

Whympr (very similar to safe2Summit) and offers similar features but is NOT a training / 

learning portal. Whympr is currently ahead in clientele of Safe2Summit and just closed an 

investment round for 400.000euro. We could see this as our main competitor or a close 

partnership (merger) at some stage.  

Funding  

Safe2Summit currently looking 500k € capital to fund further developments. Steps have been 

initiated to take advantage of non-dilutive funding throughout bank loans. 

Considering our bank loans and the IPO, the total financing need for Safe2Summit sums up to 

€ 800,000, this capital will be used to fund: 

 The acquisition strategy & grow in users: Marketing campaign, sponsorship of events, 

partnerships and sponsorships, strengthening the marketing team, 

 Creation of quality Learning content & re design of existing peer content, establishing 

a network of content /field experts, designer and animators, 

 The application development, and integration of new features,  

 Staff costs. 

We expect a membership growth as follows: 

Yr1: 5200 (8500 own investment) (end yr1 - 1st round investment capital) 

Yr2: 53000 (partnership 3 main Alpine Clubs)  

Yr3: 750.000 (Investment own return & capital) (3 + 4 main Alpine Clubs) = First profit (IRR) 

Yr5: Cap EU market with 2, 5 Milj paying members – Expansion USA + launch merchandise 

portal  

Yr10: IRR +55%  
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Investment Round 1A Proposal   

 

 

Interested? 

Please contact Anouk Tenten at: Anouk@safe2summit.com 

www.safe2summit.com 

 

 

The future / Objectives 

With successful financing Safe2Summit developments accelerate in order to create new 

content and video production, build the complete app on iPhone and Android and 

accelerate monetization. Marketing investments will then address the alpine clubs / incl. 

hiking market which represents 70% of the mountain. 

Once the company has gained credibility in a number of activities and the challenge of 

monetizing in Europe, Safe2Summit will tackle the US market, which represents 50% of the 

market of the mountain. 

Eventually, Safe2Summit wants to become the No. 1 acknowledged source and validation 

for all practitioners of outdoor activities in the world! 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Anouk@safe2summit.com

